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A BSTRACT
In this work, we introduce Add-on Filter, a visual technique which
can be easily laid over the general web-based visualizations and
provides flexible interactions with underlying visual objects. Its
effectiveness is demonstrated by applying to two real web-based
visualizations.
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1 I NTRODUCTION
Web becomes popular target platform for visualizations. Many recent works make visualization more accessible to the web and interaction designers, such as D3 [3], VisDock [4]. However, developing interactions on the web-based visualization still requires more
or less coding through the back-end data to the front-end visualization.
In this work, we propose Add-on Filter, which takes the webbased visualization as input and provides the interactions with the
underlying visual objects. Laid over visualizations on web-page,
Add-on Filter is general which can be applied to various web-pages,
flexible which can be customized according to different demands
and easy which can be used without extra programming.
2 OVERVIEW
We now discuss the concrete instantiation of the filtering through
the data processing pipeline of Add-on Filter, as illustrated in Figure 1.
With the user defined interested region of visualization on webpage, Add-on Filter extracts the objects and their attributes based
on the HTML DOM: it first recognizes the objects inside the defined region; then the attributes of the objects are detected according to HTML. Initially, Add-on Filter formats the set of objects
and corresponding attributes according to objects’ HTML tag (e.g.
< rect >< /rect >), i.e. the objects with same tagName = rect
are grouped. For a group, the histograms of attributes are computed. Add-on Filter shows these structured pairs of group and its
attribute histograms as the filtering legends. Add-on Filter supports
to customize the desirable filtering legends based on existed ones.
For instance, delete unnecessary objects or attributes, or recover the
deleted one, or make the derivation of the attributes. At this point,
the user can filter the objects by the legends of interest. The entire
process can repeat many times with different defined regions.
3 A DD - ON F ILTER
As Figure 2 shows, the visual design of Add-on Filter is composed
of two parts: the defined region of interest and the filtering interface. An interested region can be defined on the web-based visualization via click-and-drag. After the region definition, a filtering
interface supports to interact with the underlying visualization. As
introduced in Section 2, there are two types of operands of the filtering operation, i.e. objects and properties. So the filtering interface
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Figure 1: Pipeline of Add-on Filter: with defined region on the webbased visualizations, Add-on Filter obtains the objects and their properties of the underlying region and provides filtering interface.

consists of the object part and property part. In the object part, all
groups of objects are listed. Each group is visualized as a label.
. If unnecessary group is detected, it can
such as a line group
when hovering on
be removed by clicking the delete button
label. Given a selected object, its corresponding properties are visualized in the property part. For each property, a bar chart visualizes
the distribution histogram. Particularly, colors are assigned to bars
when it is the histogram of color. Within a property, brushing the
extent filters the objects satisfying corresponding criteria. Among
multiple properties, cross filter are supported. The filtered subset
can be saved and created as a new object for further exploration. To
distinguish with the original groups, created groups are colored in
blue, such as the group of circles with large radius
.
4

R ESULT

We report the results of applying Add-on Filter to two web-based
visualizations.
4.1 2013 Budget Proposal Visualization
In this case, Add-on Filter is applied to the budget proposal visualization in The New York Times [2]. The visualization reports the
President Obama’s federal budget proposal of 2013, published in
2012. In the visualization, each budget project is encoded as a circle, whose detail content can be traced when hovering over the circle. As Figure 3(a) shows one of the original visualizations. With
defined the interested region (indicated by dashed rectangle), the
user is enabled to interact with the visualization via Add-on Filter.
As illustrated in Figure 3(a), there are 411 circles, i.e. 411 budget
projects proposed in 2013. Various visual attributes of the circles
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Figure 2: Interface of Add-on Filter: with the defined region of interest, a filtering interface supports to filter based on objects and their
properties.

4.2 2015 NFL Prediction Visualization
In the second case, Add-on Filter is applied to the NFL game prediction visualization [1]. The visualization displays winning probabilities for every game of the 2015 season. As Figure 4(b) shows,
each pair of rectangles represents a single game, while each individual rectangle represents that team’s particular probability of
winning that game, measured by the height of the (team) colored
box. Hovered by mouse, the details of that game show up. Covering Add-on Filter over the whole 2015 season, there are 256 games
(number of rectangles by 2). The distribution of rectangles’ height
indicates there are some large winning probability games. Rectangles with larger height are filtered (Figure 4(a)) and collected as
large winning game for further exploration. As the fill attribute in
Figure 4(b) shows, there is a team with largest count. By filtering
the color rectangle, the games that the team joins are highlighted in
the original visualization.

are detected, such as radius, position etc. By setting larger constraint on the radius (r), the budgets with larger input are filtered
and collected into a set. That is the set named large budget in Figure 3(b). There are 27 projects are filtered. As the histogram of
fill attribute shows, the green bars are higher than the red ones. It
indicates that projects with increasing input are more than the cut
ones.
Figure 3(c) shows another original visualization, which classifies
the projects into the mandatory and discretionary. With overlaid
Add-on Filter, the projects in discretionary and with small budget
input can be filtered out by setting the constraints on the x-position
and radius of the circles.
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Figure 4: Result#2: Add-on Filter applied in the NFL game prediction visualization: (a) filtering rectangles with large winning probability and collected as large winning game; (b) filtering the rectangles
filled by dark blue.
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5 D ISCUSSION
Add-on Filter is able to handle the svg-based visualizations but not
canvas-based visualizations. Currently, the Add-on Filter only supports the rectangular region definition, which can be extended to
other shapes, such as the circular or arbitrary one. Also, filtering
in multiple regions supports the user to do comparison and linking,
which is considered as the future work.
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Figure 3: Result#1: Add-on Filter applied in a visualization in The
New York Times: (a) filtering circles with top budget input and collecting as large budget; (b) the attribute distributions of the large budget;
(c) filtering the projects which are discretionary and with smaller budget input.
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